What are MARC Classes?
- Optional 2 credit support courses to be taken concurrently with Math 75, 85 or 90.
- Students will learn some important math study skills.
- Students will receive help individually or in small groups on math concepts or problems from their math classes.

What are the 2 variations of MARC classes?
- Regular MARC class - This class is at a different time than the math class and will be made up of students from various math classes.
- Linked MARC/math class - All students take the math and MARC class together during a block of time. In the Linked MARC/math class the curriculum from the two classes is integrated and students have the same instructor for both classes.

What are the benefits of MARC Classes?
- Students will receive additional learning support in the form of group work and study skills.
- This course will help students identify their personal strengths and weaknesses in learning math and will provide specific study skills to increase their mathematical success.
- Students will develop a sense of community with other students, faculty, and staff.

For Current Class Offerings please see the online course schedule under department MARC

Quotes from past MARC students:

“What I liked about the marc class was that there were other students who were facing the same issues towards math as me, and that I was able to work in a group atmosphere …”

“I like that the instructor worked on helping the class with anxiety, time management, and keeping a positive approach when doing math.”

“I loved the tutor and the teacher. They were helpful and patient with me, even after I asked a lot of questions!! They helped me keep my A in math.”